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Wushu scenario–an explorative discussion about Chinese Wushu by  
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Abstract: The authors discussed “Wushu scenario” by applying theories in traditional aesthetics and modern arts, and 

put forward the following opinions: 1)“Wushu scenario” is a scene and mood induced by particular artistic images; it is 

a sort of artistic experience built based on unique, artified Wushu images, and exists in the subjective consciousness of 

the spectators in a way of emotional experience; 2)“Wushu scenario” originates from the blending of “emotion” and 

“scene”; “emotion” refers to the totality of experiences, thoughts, ideals and fun possessed by boxers as the subject of 

practical activities; “scene” refers to an artified association or vision produced by the spectators after they have viewed 

such an aesthetical object as Wushu; 3)“Wushu scenario” originates from “virtual” and “real” construction; “real sce-

narios” are specific and vivid artistic images created by performers through body movement; “virtual scenarios” are the 

results of subjective imagination conducted by the spectators on “real scenarios” of Wushu; 4)for the aesthetic subject 

“Wushu scenario” presents an artistic space full of aesthetic imagination; it is a superior form to embody the artistic 

value of Wushu, and a conspicuous sign to show the artistic existence of Wushu. 
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